
                              

    Howdy Detectives,   

         This horseshoe shaped range has made me feel   

  like I am in an old western movie.  But a cold old 

  western movie, this place is covered in glaciers and 

  is home to the tallest mountain in North America.

 

                            Your Buck-a-roo,                                

                                          The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Canadian Shield             Piedmont             Alaskan Range
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  Yo Detectives,   

      I am loving the beaches and cliffs here on the 

  Pacific Ocean.  I hear they go all the way from 

  Mexico to Alaska, that means I have a lot of 

  surfing to do! 

                       Got to Go,                                 

                                The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Rocky Mountains             Ozark Plateau             Coastal Range 
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  Dear Detectives,   

     I have eaten more grapes and strawberries this   

  week than any human should!  It turns out that I

  am going to stay here “longer” than I did in Utah.  

                       Completely Full,                                 

                                   The Runaway  

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Rocky Mountains             Central Valley             Ozark Plateau
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  Hey Detectives~   

      Can you tell me the name of the largest living tree

  In California?  Have you ever been to beautiful Lake  

  Tahoe or Yosemite National Park?  Have you heard

  of the Donner Party?

                  Do You Know Where I am?

                                   The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Gulf Coastal Plain         Sierra Nevada      Atlantic Coastal Plain
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  What’s Up Detectives~   

      I am leaving this place soon, you never know 

  when my girlfriend “Helen” is going to “erupt.”  This 

  postcard might cost me less, because there is no sales 

  tax in Oregon.                  

                                        The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Sierra Nevada             Cascades             Coastal Range
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  Knock Knock Detectives,   

     What like the Great Salt Lake never drains into the 

  ocean, contains the lowest point in the US, known as 

  Death Valley and is dry due to a rain shadow?
  

                   I am there,

                                 The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Great Plains             Basin and Range             Central Valley
 (Great Basin)
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    Dear Detectives, 

          I have spent the last month and half traveling  

    from Mexico all the way to Canada~ it  has not been     

  an easy journey traveling over these jagged mountains.  

  I was surprised to learn that these mountains are 

   actually much younger than other mountains in the US.  

                                  Sincerely- The Runaway

       P.S.  I drove pass the school on my way to Canada.

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Ozark Plateau             Alaskan Range             Rocky Mountains
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  Detectives~   

     Still looking for me, eh?  Try in the middle of Canada.

             Telling the “Plain” truth,

                                               The Runaway 
                                               

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Piedmont             Laurentian Highlands             Interior Plains
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  Sing Along Detectives,   

     “Home, Home on the Range. Where the buffalo 

  used to roam…”  Man, this place is flat!  I want to go 

  home.  I hope I can find my way out of all this wheat.

                     Wish Me Luck,

                                 The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Central Plains             Great Plains             Central Valley
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  To The Detectives:   

     Do you think that the reason so much corn grows 

  here is because it is near the Mississippi River?  Or 

  is it because corn grows well on rolling hills and 

  wooded areas?

                     Full of Questions,

                                 The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this

postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Great Plains             Gulf Coastal Plains             Central Plains
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  Dearest Detectives, 

        You still have not found me!   Lately, I 

  have been spending my days as a “hillbilly” in 

  these worn down mountains.  Let me make it a 

  little easier for you… I am in the Arkansas/ Missouri  

  area, surrounded by the Central Plains.  
  

                         Best of Luck,

                                 The Runaway   

I      
   ___________________________________________________________________________

   

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Ozark Plateau             Interior Plains             Great Plains
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  Hello Detectives~   

         I am considering investing in oil ~ there seems to 

  be plenty of it around here.  Although I could never 

  stay in Texas , Florida or in between, because it is 

  much too flat and humid for me.                 

         Packing my Portfolios,                                                             

                                       The Runaway
 

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Gulf Coastal Plain             Basin and Range             Canadian Shield
      (Great Basin)
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  Question Detectives~   

      What lies between the Atlantic Ocean and foothills  

  of the Appalachian Mountains, is covered in trees and 

  runs from Georgia all the way to New York?

              I Know, Do You,

                                   The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Hudson Bay         Sierra Nevada      Atlantic Coastal Plain
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  To My Detectives,   

      Baltimore is a great city, in fact there seems to 

  be many important cities around this area, I bet that 

  did not happen by chance!  If you enjoy rolling hills 

  and little waterfalls this place is for you!    
      

          Yours, Truly,

                             The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Canadian Shield                       Great Lakes                          Piedmont
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   Dearest Detectives, 

        You should really come and visit these mountains.   

   The tallest peak is over 6,000 feet high.  They may be 

   old and worn down with very few passes, but they run from 

   Alabama to Canada (NE to SW) and are a barrier to the      

interior.               

                   Wishing You Were Here,

                                                 The Runaway                                                

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Appalachian Mts             Interior Plains             Central Plains
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  Great Detectives,   

     If only you could see these lakes!  They were 

  formed by glaciers and are all connected to one 

  another.  It is quite a sight!

  

                     “Great”fully Yours,                                 

                                   The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Great Plains             Central Valley             Great Lakes
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  Darling Detectives,   

     Maybe it is time that I “expose” my whereabouts to 

   you, or maybe not?  I have been hanging around the 

  Hudson Bay, just “rockin” to some Canadian music.

 

                       Peace,                                 

                               The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Coastal Range             Canadian Shield             Alaskan Range
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    Quiz Time Detectives~   

         What formation was named after the         

  explorer,   Henry Hudson?   You remember         

  Henry, the guy looking for a northwest passage   

  to Asia?  
  

           Your Explorer,

                                 The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Sierra Nevada             St Lawrence Seaway             Hudson Bay
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  “HI” Detectives,   

     How is Lawrence?  I just visited some old         

  worn  mountains in eastern Canada, just 

      north of the  St. Lawrence River.        

           Give him my regards,                                 

                            The Runaway

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this

postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Piedmont             Alaskan Range             Laurentian Highlands
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  My My Detectives~   

    It appears we are at a meeting point in our travels~ 

  in fact I stand at the place that connects all the Great 

  Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean.

                   Considering all my Options,

                                                The Runaway

 

The FBI has narrowed the original location of this
postcard to the 3 following landforms:

Basin and Range      St Lawrence Seaway        Cascades

   20
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